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Go Ahead...
You know you
want to!
A once in a lifetime opportunity awaits some lucky member. The ATCA Board
is looking for National Show proposals for the 2021 year. The 2020 show is already
set to return to the Farmstead Inn in Shipshewana, Indiana. The show will be held on
Friday, July 31, and Saturday, August 1. The dates will again coincide with the annual
antique show, the annual steam and tractor show, and other events in the town.

When looking for a location, it is best to find a set up room of around 7 to 8000
square feet. Most members seem to like for the show to either be in a hotel or at least
very close to lodging. You will need to build a budget for the show and submit it to the
Board for approval. You will normally be faced with a charge for the setup room, tables,
chairs, coffee, etc. If you wish, feel free to contact John Huckeby or any board member
for advice.
*************************************
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Tom Strain exhibited several very
nice phones at the Shipshewana Show but
these two were exceptional.
The Charles Williams coffin
phone at right was in excellent oondition.
The Interstate oak phone above was also
in top notch condition. Unlike many wood
phones that have dropped in value, these
hold theirs. Thanks Tom for sharing

these fine pieces.

From the President of ATCA

Hello All,
Greetings from the Lone Star State of Texas! I am honored to serve and represent you as the president of our club for the
next year!
We had a great show at Shipshewana, Indiana this past
August 2-3. There were about 100 tables filled with all kinds of
wood telephones, candlesticks, signs, payphones, parts and more
for everyone’s interests. There were several nice displays of
phones; especially notable was the display table of Tom StrainNebraska who brought a beautiful oak Gray No 3 Silver dollar
pay station, a coffin, and an Interstate “grocer’s phone” among
others. I was able to see quite a few of the collectors that I’ve
known for several years and had the opportunity to meet and make
new friends and contacts. My carry-on bag was full of needed
parts when I left, two phones and other goodies that I was able to
perfectly fit inside (until the TSA took everything out at the checkpoint). The other two wood phones, a SC grave marker tandem
from Donnard Myers and a Eureka tandem from John Huckeby
had to be shipped to Texas. My phone buying didn’t end there
though as Walt Aydelotte told me on Sunday of a collector in the
New England area who had a North Top Loader that he might
sell. In fact, it was a set that actually belonged to me about 20
years ago. I was able to re-purchase this same set that I originally
owned. So a pretty exciting ending to a great show hosted again
by John and Sharon Huckeby. On behalf of the club, I again thank
them both and to all the others who helped put on a great show at
the Farmstead Inn & Conference Center.
We had our annual meeting of the board at the conference
center on Saturday morning. Dennis Fowler-Texas and Scotty Poling-California and Barry Huckeby-Michigan and I came on as new
board members and officers. Recently, Chairman George Valenzuela-Oregon notified the board that he would be resigning from
the chairmanship; however he would remain through his term as
a board member until 2021. I am pleased to announce that the
board elected Dennis Fowler-Texas to be the new chairman of the
board for 2020. We have one board member vacancy that was not
filled and we are looking to find any interested member who would
serve as an ATCA director for the term of 2020-2022. If you are
interested, please call me or any of the board members on the front
page of the newsletter. We would be happy to hear from you!
Secretary Jerry Williams stated that the club had
$18,310.00 in our account and that so far, about $1,700 in profit
from the show. Some expenses though were still outstanding but
John Huckeby stated that the club was again going to make a profit
from the show. I, along with other board members have heard
from members around the country who would like to see the annual show moved around the country. All have been in agreement
that we should explore options and seek members in other areas
of who might be willing to help host the national show. We discussed several options during the August 3rd meeting and again
on our teleconference meeting on August 29th. We would like to
have other options available for our national show, but we need
some member proposals for hosting it. As of August 29th, the
board voted to host the 2020 show on July 31-August 1, 2020 at
the Farmstead Inn & Conference Center in Shipshewana, IN. We
want to give others around the country the time to decide, propose
and plan for a 2021 national show to be held somewhere where
other members are able to come enjoy what ATCA has to offer. If
you have any ideas, concerns, proposals, suggestions etc., please
contact me by email or by my cell 512-988-7103. I would like to
hear from any of you!
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The board also had a lengthy discussion of our website
and a possible redesign. There were many suggestions made about
how we could better serve our club members and attract new members through our website such as registering online for shows, paying dues on line, vote and preserve our archived newsletters. Server space is a major concern as we currently share space with
another collector club. We hope to have plans in the works in the
coming months and they will be geared towards the betterment of
our club. I would be interested in hearing your thoughts and concerns and ideas on what you would like to see on the ATCA site
also!
In closing, I hope to have an article in each of the monthly newsletters during my term as president and would be happy to
discuss any concerns and ideas with any of you! I would also like
for any of you to share information about your collections, recent
acquisitions or stories that you may have with all of us in the club
if you desire. That’s what we are in it for - to buy, sell and trade and
“show and tell” what we found! Any stories you may have to share
and welcomed! I hope September finds all of you doing well and I
wish you good luck in your collecting!
Respectfully,
Greg Kouba #3483
President
Victoria, Texas
512-988-7103
*******************************
			FOR SALE
WORKING 1920’s Kellogg magneto lineman’s test set.
Not ‘collector quality’ because of upgraded receiver, matching receiver hook, bulldog transmitter and odd gongs. Very handy for
use at your workbench or if you need to take it to fix a magneto
telephone somewhere. $50 plus the actual shipping cost from
95035 (weighs about 16 pounds). Pictures on the ATCA picture
place at https://atcaonline.com/pictures/?id=571690862.
Dean Lindsay
408-946-1623
Leco@byu.net
****************************
Mark Treutelaar
Oldphones@sbcglobal.net
414 425 1622
			
For Sale
Western Electric G1 space saver 201 mounting brackets 3
for $36 plus ship Comes powder coated 1 for $15
			
Wanted
Brackets to mount a candlestick phone to a Gray pay station .Id like original but reproduction well do I need several
Payphone steel corner mounts for phone booths . Also
looking for retractable cords for panel phones. These cords are in
a reel . If you have any please let me know.
************************
Vern Potter 1435
(801) 486-6794

FOR TRADE ONLY

WE A1 or mis-named AA1. Nice shape, with normal
wear, E1 handset, dial blank, good felt on base. $700 and a nickel
perch and small back cup for an AE stair step C/S. Will add to the
trade a nice WE 2HA dial, with correct number plate, for $115.
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Tales of the Hunt
by Chuck Eby #381

I would like to start a new recurring feature for the
newsletter highlighting various member’s unusual
telephone finds and stories of the hunt to obtain that find.
This feature was inspired by the story we read several
months ago about Ron Christianson stumbling on a shed
full of telephones. If you have a story to be told, please
contact me at chuck9@optonline.net.
You can include
your unedited story or give me a phone number and I’ll
call you.
I’ll start this month with my story about obtaining a Gray
and Western 55G three slot payphone.

access to the house which was to be bulldozed later that
week. I was not successful in finding old clothing but did
find a couple of never used tin cap pistols in one of the
upstairs rooms. As I came back downstairs all of a sudden
I noticed a black three slot payphone in the hallway
securely attached to the stairway wall. Apparently the
house was used as a boarding house in the 1950’s. The
phone was only missing the vault door and of course keys.
I asked the owner and he gave me a price that was under
$50. At that time I had not been collecting, although I did
own a W.E. 102 BI, a W.E. 302 and a couple F1 handsets.
I turned him down on the deal and came home and told my
wife about my experience. She suggested that it might be
a fun piece to have. I wasn’t able to return to the nursery
until the day before the house was to be raised. To my
surprise the phone was still there so I made an offer of
something ridiculous according to today’s standards for a
three slotter and he handed me a crowbar to remove the
phone. I cut the wire at the back of the phone and since I
didn’t know anything at the time about ringer boxes, I
never traced the line wire to find one.
The phone was now mine but what do I do about getting
the upper housing off and removing the protruding screws?
My father in law was a hobbyist locksmith so the next time
we drove up to Poughkeepsie, I took the phone with me.
He examined the phone and suggested popping the upper
housing off with a large screw driver so he could access
the lock. Once done, he fashioned a key for me out of a
flat un-grooved key blank that he had in his supply
cabinet. This key worked well until I eventually joined
ATCA and found the correct 10G key as well as a vault
door and lock. Once opened, I found dates of 1951 and
everything about the phone was an original 55G.
And yes, I still have this telephone.

ATCA Historical Fact Sheets
It was in the fall of 1975 when the United States was about
to enter its 200th anniversary year of 1976. A
photographer friend of mine was looking to increase his
business and wanted some period clothing to photograph
people during the celebration year. I had learned of an old
semi-abandoned home on the property of a local nursery
that had a lot of items remaining in house. After school I
went over to the nursery, found the owner and was given
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Have you had the chance to check out the ATCA
Historical Fact Sheets on companies that you might find
on a phone in your collection? Currently we have
identified and found information as well as a photograph
or colorized catalog cut of a telephone from that company.
To date there have been 337 companies compiled. The fact
sheets can be found online at:
https://atcaonline.com/membership The login is atca and
password is atc4pass2 (all lower case)
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Who designed the Bell System’s 302?
Was it really Dreyfuss?

George R. Lum (1889-1989) was a design engineer for
Bell Labs. Google patents show
that he holds at least thirty two
patents, most of which were teleChuck Eby #381
phone related and were assigned
The iconic Western Electric’s 302 series of telephones,
to the Bell System. Some of his
designed by the Bell System, began its production run
patents included a loud speaking
in 1937.
telephone receiver, a telephone
booth, a telephone calling dial
device, a telephone transmitter mounting, a hand telephone,
an audiophone, telephone dial, a
sound ranging system and a Telephone Substation apparatus.

For as long I have been associated with collecting
telephones and have been a member of ATCA, I have
been told and associated the 302 with the famous
designer, Henry Dreyfuss
(1904-1972). Dreyfuss was an
industrial designer doing business as ‘Henry Dreyfuss’ until
he began to contemplate retirement in the 1960s, eventually becoming ‘Henry Dreyfuss
Associates.’ The firm has been
known for using a scientific
approach for their designs. Researching practicality of use, he
went on to design such recognizable items as the upright Hoover vacuum cleaner,
the Honeywell round thermostat, the Polaroid SX70
camera as well as several of our well known Bell System telephones that we have in our collections including the model 500 series, the model 2500 series, the
Princess and the Trimline series telephones.

If we take a look at the following patent numbers
2,008,287 and D 88,804 filed in 1932, we see a familiar
design. Notice that the inventor and designer is shown
as George R. Lum.

But what about the 302 and why didn’t I mention it
in the list of telephones that he designed? Recently, I
surveyed the members of the ATCA email listserv as
to who they felt was the designer of the 302. Members were posed the question and given a choice between Thomas Edison, Henry Dreyfuss, Henry Ford
and George Lum. The results of the survey showed that
eighty-four percent of the respondents chose Dreyfuss
and sixteen percent chose George Lum. Why did sixteen percent choose Lum over Dreyfuss?
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The design patent below is a later rendition resembling
the production 302 which was also designed by George
Lum.

While the image doesn’t look exactly like the 302 that
we are familiar with in the final production, it does look
very much like its prototype, as seen below, owned by
one of our members. Notice that an E1 receiver was
used in the drawing as the F1 was later designed and
patented by Mr. Lum in 1935.

I became very curious about Mr. Lum’s name on the
two different 302 design patents while researching
various Bell System patents last year. I then turned my
attention to George Lum in order to learn why his name
was on the design patent for the desk telephones and
not that of Henry Dreyfuss.
Henry Dreyfuss was an outside consultant for the Bell
System since 1930 and, as mentioned earlier, he and
his firm designed and have design patents for several
classic Bell telephones.

Above: patent for the WE 500 desk phone

Above: patent for the WE 2554 wall phone
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Above: patent for the WE 2500 desk phone

Above: patent for the WE Princess desk phone

Above: patent for the WE Trimline Telephone

sor of design history at North Carolina State University
and author of “Henry Dreyfuss, Industrial Designer:
The Man in the Brown Suit.” Mr. Meyer is a longtime
ATCA member, a physicist and author of “Old-Time
Telephones!”
After a great deal of research, interviews with surviving
members of the Henry Dreyfuss Associates, personal
experiences and reviewing design notes of one of Dreyfuss’s design engineers the authors came to the follow
conclusion as quoted from the paper’s abstract:
“Using insider source from the Dreyfuss firm, hands on
examination of artifacts, and recently available digital
resources, the authors dispel three myths abut Henry
Dreyfuss’s work for the Bell System, proving that (1)
previously uncredited Bell System designer
George Lum, not Dreyfuss, designed the Western Electric model 302, (2) an Ericsson phone did not inspire
the 302 design, and (3) Dreyfuss did not use anthropometric measurements in his telephone work. The colorful and occasionally tension-fill history of Dreyfuss and
associates’ design of the 500, Princess, Trimline, and
some Design Line phones clarifies human and technical
aspects of his design process”

Nowhere are there any design patents for the 302 with
Dreyfuss identified as the designer. So why have we
been convinced that he was responsible. Information
associating Dreyfuss as the designer of the 302 can be
found in numerous references. Even the US Postal service gave him “design credit” in 2011 when a first class
stamp was produced with the “Pioneers of American
Design” series.
Conclusion:
We, as collectors and telephony historians, should be

aware of the facts and attribute the design of the 302 to
George R. Lum rather than to Henry Dreyfuss. Not to so
would be ignoring the evidence.

Credits:
*Roy and Pat Basci collection
*Chuck Eby collection
*United States Postal Service
*Designaddict.com/designer/henry-dreyfuss
*Google Patents
*Ralph O. Meyer
*Russell A. Flinchum and Ralph O. Meyer, “Henry Dreyfuss
and Bell Telephones,” Winterthur Portfolio 51, no. 4 (Winter
2017): 173-200.
https://doi.org/10.1086/696842

In 2017 the Winterthur Portfolio; A Journal of American
Material Culture published a scholarly article entitled
“Henry Dreyfuss and Bell Telephones.” The researchers and writers of this paper are Russell A. Flinchum
and Ralph O. Meyer. Mr. Flinchum is associate profes-
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Mike’s Vintage Payphone, the 30th Anniversary of the 100th Anniversary Payphone
by Mike Davis

2019 is the thirtieth Anniversary of the 100th Anniversary Payphone. For most people if you walk past it,
you will think it is a standard run of the mill payphone. This
was a specially made presentation piece that commemorated
the 100th Anniversary of the payphone. I’ve only seen 2 of
these in all my years collecting payphones. It was produced
by AT&T in the Shreveport, LA, plant in 1989 while it was
still open. It looks like many of the parts were pulled off the
line before they were completed and then modified for this
phone.
By the way, it is not a payphone; it is a regular wall
phone in it’s configuration. The housing parts, the upper and
the lower were cut so that the total thickness of the phone
is much thinner than a real payphone. There are less layers
(just one) of metal unlike a real payphone. Both the upper
and lower housings are welded together creating one piece.
The normal punched out holes for the locks and the T key
opening on the side aren’t there. The real payphone chrome
face plate was modified, where an armored cable would normally go through a round hole, this one has a rectangular
cutout with a modular jack in it. The coin return bucket is
standard and is glued in place on the inside. The vault door
is standard. It can be taken off and put back on with a T key.
Behind the door is a custom made coin receptacle that was
produced thinner than a standard one so that it would fit inside the phone. Looking at the back of the phone you can see
where a network, ringer and modular jack were added to the
dial assembly. If you plug a modular cord into the jack, the
phone works. There is a thin curved metal chute that begins
at the coin slot and ends just above the coin box which takes
coins put into the slot to the box, just for fun. The wood
board and somewhat crude looking mounting brackets are
original. The board was made to mount on a wall with the
line cord going through the hole and the phone hangs from
it.

Mike Davis #2022 (516) 735-9765
mike@mvtelonline.com

Wanted: old and unusual payphones and

parts. Gray, Western Electric, etc., parts
such as hoppers, relays, coin chutes, locks
and key. Also looking for WE 3 slot panel
payphone model 235G early 1A, 1E type
single slot payphones, anything unusual.
Also looking for original upper housing
keys marked 29A from the Regional Bell
Companies that opened the upper housings
of single slot payphones.

For Sale:

all kinds of parts for Western Electric single slot payphones. NOS
in the box Elcotel coin chutes for 1D type
payphones, also works if you have a Protel
main board, $35 each. NOS Medico locks
with 2 keys that will fit both the upper
housing and the vault, $20 each. Original
Western Electric 29A locks with a key that
were what the Bell System single slot payphones had in the upper housing, 1 lock
with a key $20 or 2 locks with one key that
opens both for $30.
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ANTIQUE TELEPHONE COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 2805
Salina, KS 67401
RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Wanted: Coil for an 11 Digit Strowger
Wall Phone
Please call 780 987 2006 or email me at
bobhugh@shaw.ca
**********************************
Jon Kolger No. 561
6906 Meade Drive
Colleyville, TX 76034
(817)-329-5262
jkolger@gte.net
WANTED
Looking for unusual acoustic
“string” telephones, particularly those with
magneto-signaling and/or speaking/listening tubes. Also seeking primitive homemade acoustic telephones, the stranger the
better.
Also wanting to buy acoustic telephone literature, such as catalogs, flyers,
instructions, etc...
What do you have?
Still looking for a BLUE North
Electric 7H6 Galion desk (or wall) telephone.
Also still looking for a BLUE
Western Electric 302 with BLUE plungers
dated 1941 or earlier
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Dave Martin
215-628-9490
1.) Stromberg Carlson wall
bakelite 1211 phone. Good
case and a used bakelite dial
top to be married together $90
2.) Porcelain sign, 11” X 11”
flat on one side, Southern New
England, 1921 bell. There is a
1” chip at the lower left mounting hole, otherwise it is fine
$275
3.) Telephone appliance co.
phone number attachment.
This looks like a window
shade attachment, but instead
of being spring loaded, you
turn it by hand. Made to attach to a shaft of a stick phone,
or onto two wood screws of a
wall phone. With paperwork,
used, with a new bracket for
the back of a stick phone $95
4.) N.I.B ITT red wall 554
modular with a red dial blank,
7-92 $110
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